This scrapbook is comprised of materials predominately documenting Harris' career from 1951-1958. It includes clippings from newspapers, periodicals, and industry publications such as *Knitted Outwear Times*, *American Dyestuff Reporter*, and *The Textile Engineer* with topics including advancements in textile products, industry events, the acquisition of Harris Research by Gillette Co., and Harris' appointment to Gillette Research Director; programs, photographs, and other ephemera from conferences, lectures, and award ceremonies hosted by the American Chemical Society, the American Institute of Chemists, the Society of Cosmetic Chemists, and other scientific and industry organizations; advertisements, brochures, and other promotional materials for the "Harriset" process; and correspondence, memoranda, and press releases. The scrapbook also includes materials documenting moments in Harris' career starting as early as 1929.
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Program for 13th annual convention. American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists. Chicago, IL, September 8-9, 1933.

Page 4
Letter from Cheney Silks to Harris, April 3, 1929.

Page 5
Ad from *Daily News Record* for Harriset wool, March 15, 1951.
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Page 7
Letter from Yale University to Harris [graduation acceptance], June 13, 1929.
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Page 9
Reservation form for the 54th Annual Banquet of the Alumni Association of the Philadelphia Textile Institute [Harris was the guest speaker], February 4, 1955.
Page 10
Photo of Harris and three other men holding a shirt, undated.
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Name tag from QMRD dedication, undated.

Page 13
Brochure for Maine Yarns wool treated by the Harriset Process, undated.
Membership card for the Philadelphia Textile Institute. [never signed], undated.
Invitation for initiation to Gamma Alpha Graduate Fraternity, Yale University, March 25, 1952.
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Letter from National Defense Research Council to Harris, October 25, 1945.
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Letter from the Textile Foundation to Harris, December 15, 1938.

Page 16
Christmas Card from Harris Laboratories, undated.

Page 17
Program for the 43rd presentation of the Willard Gibbs Medal from the American Chemical Society, Chicago Section, May 21, 1954.

Pages 18-19
Letter from "Buck" to Harris, May 9, 1932.
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Ad from the New York Times for Harriset, undated.
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Letter from George Dmitri Chernetz to Harris, January 16, 1932.
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Page 27
Ad from the *Daily News Record* for Harriset, September 20, 1950.
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Press release from Department of Commerce, October 13, 1941.
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Page 32
Ad from *Daily News Record* for Harriset, March 29, 1948.
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Clipping from *Chemists and Engineers*. Unknown article. [quote from Harris on bottom of page], November 1949.
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Society of Cosmetic Chemists. Certificate of Membership, October 1, 1946.

Page 36
Form letter and ad from the *Daily News Record* for Harriset, August 20, 1948.
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Harriset label dry mounted and matted, undated.
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Ad for Maine Spinning Yarns treated with Harriset, undated.


List of speakers for the National Textile Seminar. Shawnee-on-Delaware, PA, May 12-16 1947.

Program for the National Textile Seminar. Shawnee-on-Delaware, PA, May 12-16 1947.

List of attendees to the National Textile Seminar. Shawnee-on-Delaware, PA, May 12-16 1947.

Clipping from the *Daily News Record*. "Military Fabric Progress Traced; Problems Noted," by Alfred D. Cook, March 1, 1951.

Periodical clipping, unknown publication. Photo of Harris at the *American Dyestuff Reporter Award*, undated.

Ad from the *Daily News Record* for Harriset, March 27, 1949.

Promotional materials for Harriset, undated.

Program for the 44th Presentation of Willard Gibbs Medal by the ACS, Chicago Section, May 20, 1955.

Clipping from *Knitted Outerwear Times*. "Honor Dr. Milton Harris at PTI Commencement," June 20, 1955.

Program for the commencement at the Philadelphia Textile Institute, June 11, 1955.

Typescript of speech given by Richard Stehle at PTI graduation, June 11, 1955.
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Photo of Harris and Carolyn with four other couples, undated.
Photo of Harris with four other men, undated.
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Page 59
Photo from the National Council of Textile Education, October 19, 1955.
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Clipping from *Toni Topics*. "Milton J. Harris Appointed Gillette Research Director," undated.
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Photo from the National Cotton Council Chemical Finishing Conference. Atlantic City, NJ, September 20, 1955.
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Clipping from *The Percolator*. "Dr. Milton Harris Appointed Gillette Director of Research," 1956.
Clipping from unknown periodical. "Benjamin D. Van Avera, AIC Award Winner," undated.
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Clipping from *The Oregon Journal*. No Title, January 29, 1956.
Clipping from *Drug Trade News*. No Title, February 13, 1956.
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Page 66
Which Twin Uses Gillette. Unidentified author, undated.
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Periodical clipping, unknown publication. No Title, undated.
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Memo from Gillette to All Employees, November 30, 1956.
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Page 70
Clipping from unknown newspaper. "Made Gillette Officer," undated.
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Page 72
Clipping from *Industrial Laboratories*. No Title, June 1957.
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Letter from the Institute of Textile Technology to Harris, June 13, 1958.
Photo from graduation at the Institute of Textile Technology, June 10, 1958.
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Photo and guide for the TRI Board of Trustees Meeting, March 13, 1958.
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Clipping from *The Blade*. No Title, December 1958.